Modeling the interaction between objects and cartoon water

By Jinhui Yu, Jing Liao* and John Patterson

In this paper, we describe a method for modeling the interaction between objects and the cartoon water which does not involve physics simulations. Our method involves the definition of flow path lines in the presence of obstacles, modeling of different types of water forms, and combinations of them in space and time. There are several notable features with our method: easy setting with little user intervention, modeling of complex water forms that represent more energetic water behavior than has been encompassed by semi-automatic means so far, and the adaptive change of animated water forms to the variation of obstacle object in number, size, and shape in the water path. A number of formulae for managing shape and time variance in these animations are given. We tested our method with both still and moving objects that have different shape and size in the water and relevant examples are given in the paper. Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction

Water exhibits different behavior under various conditions. Variables include, flow rate, interactions between barriers, rocks and other underwater obstacles, wind conditions, etc. Animated cartoon water effects aim to simulate this environment, albeit stylistically. Where water animation is done wholly by drawing, animators cannot avoid having to draw different water series if any of the conditions mentioned above change by themselves or in combination, for instance, obstacle objects vary in shape, size, and orientation of the movement, and this involves a lot of manual work.1

Drawn water animation can often expose problems which seem easier to solve by making 3D models and rendering them nonphotorealistically. However, 3D cartoon water model making has its own difficulties in respect of how the animator might stylize appearance and behaviors (visual abstraction and motion abstraction2) under various conditions. Some researchers are considering the question of what is the least amount of 3D geometric information you can get away with when trying to render out drawn animation which has the same liveliness and energy as a wholly drawn sequence. One way of doing this is to use procedures for generating or modifying the appearance of scene components but this is a very lightly explored area and there is no consensus about the nature of such procedures.

This paper discusses a 2D procedural approach to the animation of certain water effects such as those caused by stones in a running stream, or the animation of boats and animals moving in the water. Our goal is to animate cartoon water so that it interacts with both still and moving objects with little user intervention. To achieve this goal there are three main research challenges:

1. Construction of models which capture the features of hand drawn cartoon water forms, including forms representing water waves and their interaction with objects, and forms depicting water flowing round objects.
2. Adaptation of flow lines around obstacles when these are introduced into the water stream, and the adaptive deformation of different water forms as the water depicted flows over and around still objects or flows around moving objects (like boat hulls).
3. Combination of different water forms in space (appearance) and time (behavior); this involves the effect of underlying structures on surface appearance, also controlling mechanisms for water
forms with varying styles of temporal behavior, point-of-interaction detection between objects and water forms and its effect on the body of the water.

We address these issues by modeling selected cartoon water form primitives, grouping them according to rule categories in space and animating them in the path grid in time. The key idea in our method is the use of a path grid which allows changes in the flow path lines, deformation of water forms and point-of-interaction detection to link objects forming obstacles to water flow to the cartoon water forms. In our method, we require users to specify only a few control points to indicate the path of the water flow and the shape of the boundary between objects and the water surface. The system then generates the required water forms and behavior. A significant advantage of our method is that animated water forms can be adapted to the variations of obstacles in number, size, and shape. We have tested our method with both still and moving objects of varying shape and size placed in the water flow and examples are given later in the paper.

Related Work

During the last two decades, researchers have devoted much attention to the animation of water moving under various conditions. Detailed reviews of techniques for realistic water modeling and rendering have been presented by Iglesias and Adabala and Manohar. Our focus is on cartoon effects animation, where relatively little work has gone into this area. In fact existing work on modeling cartoon effects has focused only on two categories: gaseous phenomena (smoke, clouds) and some water phenomena.

In regard to gaseous phenomena, an early model for cartoon fire generation was proposed by Yu and Patterson, in which quadratic curves (forming the flame for cartoon fire generation was proposed by Yu and categories: gaseous phenomena (smoke, clouds) and little work has gone into this area. In fact existing work focus is on cartoon effects animation, where relatively hand-drawn flames, drops, smoke puffs, and speed lines are animated along the 3D trajectory. McGuire and Fein rendered amorphous shapes like smoke, clouds, and fluid with two-tone shading, self-shadowing, and silhouettes in a cartoon style. A model of smoke using a set of particles was proposed by Xu and He; in which quadratic curves (forming the flame for cartoon fire generation was proposed by Yu and categories: gaseous phenomena (smoke, clouds) and little work has gone into this area. In fact existing work focus is on cartoon effects animation, where relatively hand-drawn flames, drops, smoke puffs, and speed lines are animated along the 3D trajectory. McGuire and Fein rendered amorphous shapes like smoke, clouds, and fluid with two-tone shading, self-shadowing, and silhouettes in a cartoon style. A model of smoke using a set of particles was proposed by Xu and He; here physical parameters, such as velocity and force, are defined on the particles directly and the smoke is rendered with two-tone shading and silhouettes.

In regard to the animation of water phenomena, existing methods for cartoon water modeling can be subdivided into three categories:

1. Particle based, such as the method by Thornton in which a modular rig composed of a series of nodes is created to describe the shape of the splash, and particle emitters are constrained to these nodes to produce splash effects.
2. Fluid simulation based, such as the work by Eden et al., this method takes as input a liquid surface obtained from a 3D physically based liquid simulation system, and stylizes this with bold outlines, patches of constant color to highlight near-silhouettes and shallow areas on the liquid surface.
3. Template based, such as those proposed by Yu et al., in which cartoon water shapes are placed on templates and animated along a path.

To compare the existing methods for cartoon water animation, we show the visual component, motion style, interaction handling and appearance of particle, fluid simulation and template-based approaches in Table 1.

In this paper, we describe a method for modeling the interaction between objects and the water for cartoon animation. Our method involves the definition of flow path grid in the presence of obstacles, modeling of water forms, and combinations of different forms in space and time, as detailed in the following sections.

Water Path Grid

In cartoon animation, water features usually move along a path that varies according to the scene. In our system we first require users to specify a few nodes to indicate the location of the water path boundary, interpolate these to get the two path boundary curves, and then we interpolate the two boundary lines to get a set of intermediate path lines \( U_i \) (\( i = 1, \ldots, n \)) to indicate the water flow field that guides the placement and orientation of the movement for water forms. Here \( n \) is the number of path lines, we set it to 150 as a default, which is adequate for our modeling task on a window of 800 \( \times 600 \) pixels. Next we connect corresponding points between these path lines to get another set of lines \( V_j \) (\( j = 1, \ldots, m \)) where \( m \) is the number of points contained in each path line \( U_i \). With \( U_i \) and \( V_j \) a grid can be drawn.
**Table 1. Existing methods for cartoon water animation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Visual components</th>
<th>Motion style</th>
<th>Interaction handling</th>
<th>Appearance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle based</td>
<td>Particles</td>
<td>Realistic or stylized</td>
<td>Yes (because particle is small and external force applied directly)</td>
<td>Particle usage is obvious and dominates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid simulation based</td>
<td>None (invisible cells are used as the unit for fluid simulation)</td>
<td>Realistic (physically based)</td>
<td>Yes (because cell is small and easy to include external forces)</td>
<td>Fluid surface rendered with lines and flat colors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Template based</td>
<td>Stylized water shapes with structures</td>
<td>Stylized (by animating templates which include low frequencies of motion)</td>
<td>No (because templates are not associated with a physical model)</td>
<td>Same liveliness and energy of hand-drawn cartoon water</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. Water path grid:** (a) water path lines composed of $U_i$ and $V_j$; (b) new path lines composed of $NU_i$ and $V_j$.

over the water path (as shown in Figure 1(a)), which now forms as a reference grid over the water path.

When objects such as stones and boat-hulls are placed in the water path, we leave the boundary lines unchanged, and let the intermediate path lines bend around the sides of the object in question. In order to get a smooth transition in $U_i$ from the region where no obstacles are present to the region where an obstacle is present, we use a rhombus to cover the object. The four vertices of the rhombus are then taken as constraints which effect alterations to the path lines $U_i$, resulting in a spindle shape around the object in the water path (Figure 1(b)). Next we describe how to determine the four vertices of the rhombus.

Our UI allows users to drag object images into the water path and specify a few points on the object image, these points are interpolated by the spline to get a closed curve $C_k$ ($k = 1, \ldots, cn$) that approximates the cross-section boundary of the object on the water surface, (here $cn$ is the number of points in $C_k$). We calculate the weighted center $C_0$ of $C_k$ and search for the grid cells that $C_0$ falls into. Once the grid cell is found, we take it as a reference to determine the four vertices of the rhombus, as detailed next.

We first determine the two extreme points $P_1$ and $P_2$ in $C_k$ facing the two boundary lines by searching those grid cells into which points of $C_k$ fall and select those cells whose $i$ indices have maximum and minimum values. $P_1$ and $P_2$ are served as two vertices in the rhombus as shown in Figure 2. The other two extreme points $P_3$ and $P_4$ in $C_k$ along the flow direction are determined by searching those grid cells into which points of $C_k$ fall and select those cells whose $j$ indices have maximum and minimum values. We then “push” $P_3$ and $P_4$ outward with reference to $C_0$ by a distance of $f\|P_3, P_4\|$, respectively to get two other vertices $P_5$ and $P_6$ of the rhombus (Figure 2), where $f$ controls the how much the rhombus is “stretched.”
Water Forms

In cartoon animation, water movements are represented with a variety of stylized forms with different structures and shapes, and a few hand-drawn cartoon water forms are shown Figure 3. Based on the observation of hand-drawn cartoon water forms, we classify them into three types: (1) “main waves" depicting the peaks of the waves in the current, (2) scattered forms depicting water textures between the main waves, and (3) forms interacting with objects. We proceed to describe how to model them in the next three sub-sections.

Main Waves

Main waves are characterized by oscillating curves, small ballistic arcs depicting the front profile of the waves (heading the orientation of the movement), and large ballistic arcs depicting the back profile of the waves. A few holes may appear on the main wave forms. The key for successful profile synthesis here is to choose suitable models to define their shapes.

We can represent the oscillating curve by a modular of nodes determined with a simple stochastic model:

\[
OCUR_i = c + \text{rand}(v) \quad (i = 1, \ldots, sn)
\]

where \(OCUR_i\) is the \(i\)th sample point of the wave profile defined on a uniform world space, \(sn\) the number of the sample points, \(c\) a constant which is the mean magnitude of \(OCUR\), and \(\text{rand}(v)\) is a random variable distributed about zero with a standard deviation of \(v\). Although our model is simple in structure, a number of variants of these curves can be generated by different parameters for \(c\) and \(v\) as well as the sampling interval. We interpolate these sample points with the spline to get smoothly oscillating curves of the forms shown in Figure 4 (left). During animation, we vary \(c\), \(v\), and the sample interval by small random amounts to simulate the slight imprecision of a hand-crafted look.

We can model the small ballistic arcs straightforwardly using Equation (1). First, we pick up two neighboring points as defined by Equation (1), say \(OCUR_i\) and \(OCUR_{i+1}\), and then add a new point \(P_{in}\) in between them. We let the magnitude of \(P_{in}\) vary randomly in the range \((0.3 - 0.5)\text{min}(SCUR_i, SCUR_{i+1})\) and then interpolate \(OCUR_i, P_{in}\) and \(OCUR_{i+1}\) with the spline to obtain a small ballistic arc \(SBARC_i\), as indicated by the curve above the horizontal axis in Figure 4 (right).

Figure 4. Oscillating curves and ballistic arcs.
The large ballistic arcs depicting the back profile of the waves can be modeled in a similar manner by increasing the magnitude of the sample points as well as the interval of ballistic arcs, as shown by the curve below the horizontal axis in Figure 4 (right). We note that the orientation of the ballistic arc is opposite for the front and back profile in the main waves.

Scattered Components (Between Main Waves)

Scattered components depicting ripples between main waves are stylized with U shapes, S shapes, and a linear form with a bit of depth terminated at a shallow angle at each end. These are constructed with a few control points determined by templates like those in Figure 5 (left three). While straightforward to construct their presence and behavior gives life to parts of the water surface whose constant movement is not otherwise represented.

Forms Interacting With Objects

Interactions between objects and the water may produce a variety of water forms under different conditions such as speed of the water flow and size of the object as well as wind conditions. Finding comprehensive models for all these forms requires much research work to ensure the necessary characteristics of stability in animation and stylistic suitability. In our current system we model two types of forms interacting with objects: (1) waves splashing over the object, (2) water forms flowing around a moving object, including bow-waves. We detail how these are modeled next.

Splashing Over a Static Object. In the presence of obstacles to the flow of water, (main) waves are deflected by the objects and create sprays which travels forward from the impact and falls back on to the water surface producing further effects. Such splashing exhibits quite different shapes from those previously mentioned due to the speed of water flow as well as obstacle size. In our current implementation, we model the spray (or spume) covering the obstacle object due to the collision between the water waves and the object.

The front profile of the splash is modeled with SBARC along a convex reference curve constructed by interpolating a number of points sampled on an ellipse with different intervals. Some ellipse-like shapes are then subtracted from the splash profile with varying size and orientation to make holes in the splash spray. A few large ballistic arcs are finally added as a “tail” to depict the back profile of the splash (Figure 5 (right)).

It should be pointed out that this back profile with its large ballistic arcs is not caused by the current action of the splash but is constituted by “left overs” from earlier activity (wave breaking etc). We add them because the path lines NU, vary their shapes around the objects in the water flow; in other words the area filled by the object expels path lines. As a result, the main wave forms split into two parts which flow along the two sides of the object after encountering it. The splash is augmented with the “tail” of large ballistic arcs (containing bubbles drawn down by the spume) so that the back profile of the splash looks like a stylized form of the bubble paths seen in nature and is then seen to interact with the passing object.

Water Forms Surrounding Moving Objects. In addition to the splash caused by water waves striking against a static object, water flow may also create time-varying forms along the border between the object and the water surface. In this section, we describe how to model these water forms by taking objects such as a boat and an animal moving in the water as examples.

Since the moving object is determined by the scene, we require the user first to drag the object (a boat in Figure 6 for example) into the water path, and then specify a few control points along the visible edge between the object and the water surface (yellow dots in Figure 6). These points are interpolated by the spline to get a reference curve. If the moving object interacts heavily with the
water in front of the object, this will cause a substantial bow-wave stylized with sharp points thrown forward. Meanwhile water forms around the side of the object will be less dynamic because the force applied is along or near to the tangent of the body shape and this will be relatively small. In setting up this situation interactively we divide the reference curve into two segments by clicking a yellow point (which is highlighted in green in Figure 6): SEGHEAD (in red in Figure 6) on which we put a heading profile with a few sharp shapes in the oscillating curves OCUR, SEGSIDE (in pink in Figure 6) on which we put SBARC for the upper profile and a simple, less dynamic curve for the lower profile on the water surface. In order to represent the turbulence of the water along the side of the object, we generate another reference curve below SEGSIDE based on a simple relation to SEGSIDE, and put a new water form on it which is more characteristic of the behavior of water along the side of a boat.

In the case of a fast-moving boat some additional longer forms are added to represent the turbulence behind the boat. These are easy to model with the methods we have used so far. In addition to the water forms surrounding the visible edge between the object and the water surface, a moving object also creates ripples ahead of the object. We model them with two sets of SBARC on the reference curves, representing the outer profile facing the direction of motion and the inner profile facing the object.

Combinations of Different Water Forms in Space and Time

In cartoon animation, all the above-mentioned forms are arranged according to rules covering appearance and behavior. These ultimately determine the look and stylization of the animation. In this section, we proceed to describe the combination of different water forms in two cases: a running stream with still obstacles in it and the water surface local to moving objects. We start with the first case.

Combination of Water Forms in Flowing Water

In the case of a stream containing stationary obstacles, we need to combine main wave forms, scattered water texture shapes between the main waves, and splashing caused by deflection of the water body by spatial and temporal structures, as detailed next.

Main Wave Forms. In a flow of running water we will see a number of main wave forms moving at a certain distance from each other along the given path. We suppose there are $mwn$ main waves in the stream and we derive the distance $wd$ in terms of a grid between two adjacent main waves by dividing $m$ (the number of $V_1$ in the path grid) with $mwn$, and then select $V_j$ every $wd$ grid point in the path to provide the base lines needed to guide the placement of the main wave forms. Linear base lines are, however, too uniform and regular and the resultant main wave forms attached to them look too mechanical. We therefore use the sum of two sinusoidal components defined on each base line to obtain curved base lines consistent with a particular stylization of nature:

$$\text{BLINE}_i = \text{BASE}_i + am_1 \times \sin(w_1 + a_1) + am_2 \times \sin(w_2 + a_2);$$

There are three components in this equation. The first component $\text{BASE}_i$ refers to the smooth base lines taken directly from the path grid. The second component is a sine-wave function with amplitude $am_1$, a low frequency $w_1$ determining the main shape of the curved base line with an added random phase $a_1$ to avoid the repetition of the curved reference lines which the eye would otherwise pick out. The third sine component has a small amplitude $am_2$, a higher frequency $w_2$ and a random phase $a_2$, describing local details of the curved base line. Our interface allows the user to tune the parameters in Equation (2) to get the desired dynamic curve base lines, as shown by dashed lines in Figure 7.

In hand-drawn main waves the wave top profile is composed of oscillating curves and small ballistic arcs in different places in the profile. We simulate this by combining OCUR, SBARC, and large ballistic arcs as follows. We first divide curved base lines into a small number of segments, and then attach OCUR or SBARC randomly to them as front profiles (the pink and red
curves in Figure 7), and the larger ballistic arcs as back profiles (the blue curves in Figure 7).

The procedure to generate the main wave forms can be expressed as follows:

For each frame of animation do
    {Generate a number of curved base lines $\text{BLINE}_i$ in the path grid;
     Attach the front and back profile of the main wave to each base line $\text{BLINE}_i$}

Scattered Water Texture Shapes Between the Main Waves. In addition to the main wave forms that dominate movement in the given path, scattered ripples in the U, S, and linear forms may be introduced at random between the main waves and, once seen, their lifetime is as follows. Each shape first grows to its maximum size, then becomes progressively smaller and finally disappears during the following few frames. This behavior is very much like what happens in particle systems where a particle’s life is tracked from (simulated) birth to death.\(^{14}\) In our implementation, we adopt five frames as the life interval for each shape and use an empirical factor $sf = 0.3 + 0.7 \times \sin(\pi \times i/5)$ ($i = 1, \ldots, 5$) to scale each shape.

In summary, our mechanism for arranging scattered water texture shapes between main waves is given below:

For each frame of animation do
    {Generate main waved forms;
     Arrange scattered water texture shapes between the main wave forms;
     Detect the distance between the obstacle objects and the base lines;
     If the detected distance is small than the predefined threshold then
         Add the splash spray.
    }

Splash Caused by Deflection From an Obstacle. When we use a constructed splash form (Figure 5 (right)), it is critical to make the splash appear at the right time because it is caused by the deflection of water waves by the object. In our system we detect the point of initial deflection by calculating the distance between the base lines of the main wave forms and the object’s previously calculated center $C_0$ and the splash is added when the main wave forms move close enough to the object for the distance to become smaller than a predefined threshold, as shown by the form in pink close to the obstacle object in Figure 7.

Overall Procedure. The overall procedure for combining different water forms in the path grid is expressed as follows:

For each base line do
    {Determine the number of scattered components stochastically;
     For each component do
         {Determine the Position of the current component relative to the base line stochastically;
          Determine the Type stochastically and the Lifespan for the current component;
         }
    }

//Begin procedure
For each frame of animation do
    For each base line do
        For each component do
            {If the lifespan of the current component is over then
                {Determine the Position, Type, and Lifespan for a new component;
                 Select a component with corresponding Type;
                 Check the life index of the current component and use it to calculate the scaling factor $sf$;
                 Scale the current component with $sf$;
                 Place the current component to its corresponding position.
            }
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Local Water Surface With Moving Objects

In cartoon animation it is often required to animate objects moving on a local part of the water surface in medium long or medium shot. In this case three types of water forms are used: scattered ripples on the water surface, forms surrounding the object, and ripples pushed out in front of the object. Dynamically, these three types of forms have different behaviors. Scattered forms on the water surface may appear randomly on the water surface to give us a shimmering effect, or move along in a fixed orientation to simulate the camera movement, while forms surrounding the object and ripples ahead of the object move along with the moving object. We use a layered approach to deal with above three types of form in space and time.

In the first layer, a number of ripples are placed over horizontally parallel construction lines. On each construction line, positions of the ripples are controlled by a Boolean function which makes the ripple appear where the function is 1 and disappear where the function is 0. The duration of the positive value in the Boolean function is varied stochastically. An advantage of using a separate layer for the scattered ripples is that we can control them independently of the object movement, say, simulating the camera movement by moving the layer in the appropriate direction during the animation.

Ripples ahead of the moving object not only move with the moving object, but also radiate outward during the movement. The construction lines for ripples are curved and specified by users according to the shape of the moving object, positions of the ripples on each curve are also controlled by use of Boolean functions defined on the scaffolding of the reference curves. The duration of the positive value in the Boolean function varies stochastically, with its mean value decreasing as the ripple moves outward and, inversely at the same time, the duration of 0 in the Boolean function varies stochastically with its mean value increasing.

Since forms surrounding the object, and ripples ahead of the object, move along with the moving object, they may overlap with scattered ripples. Such cases need to be avoided in cartoon animation. In order to avoid such overlaps, we use a polygon to approximate the contour of the area inside the object contour summed together with the area covered by the ripples ahead of the moving object. During animation, our system checks whether the ripples on the first layer overlap with this polygon mask and only draws those ripples outside the mask.

Results

In this section, we present some results of our approach to modeling the interaction between objects and the cartoon water.

Running Stream With Still Obstacle Objects

In Figure 8 (left), we show a strip of six frames sampled from a video of a running stream containing a stone. This shows the effects of the main waves running along a given path as well as the splash caused by the interaction between the main water forms and the stone. To stage the animation properly, a background picture is added in the scene. From these six frames, we can see that water forms deform naturally around the obstacle object.

Figure 8. A strip of six frames sampled from a video of a running stream containing a stone (left); a stream running by two stones (right).
more significantly, multiple obstacles are acceptable in the water path. An example of two stones in the running stream is shown in Figure 8 (right).

In the accompanying video we also show that the user is able to tune parameters easily through our UI to alter the speed of the movement, water wave spacing etc. The system gives instantaneous visual feedback and animates water effects in real-time.

Local Water Surface With Moving Objects

In this section, we show two examples of objects moving on a local water surface, giving an impression of a medium long shot for animation.

The first example is a boat moving horizontally to the left side of the screen (Figure 9 (top)). Some ripples are scattered on the water surface in a consistent manner.

In the second example we change the object into a hippopotamus which moves in a right–left direction toward the viewer (Figure 9 (bottom)). Scattered ripples on the water surface are moved rightward at a constant speed to simulate the camera "movement" in the animation, as shown in the accompanying video.

In addition to animating turbulence between objects and cartoon water, the path driven theme in our method allows users to use boundary lines to make unanticipated effects. Three shots from an animation are shown in Figure 10 (top), which show cartoon water initially animated on a sphere which then transforms into a stair. In Figure 10 (bottom) our last example shows cartoon water being animated to form the words “Casa.” A shadow has been added to give a 3D sense to the scene.

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented the results of our research on cartoon water effects, with a focus on the interaction between flowing water and obstacles. There are several particular features with our method:

(1) Easy setting with little user intervention. In our system, users are required to make simple interactions to provide initial settings on the model, the detailed water forms associated with settings are generated automatically by the model.
(2) Complex water forms. Water forms modeled in this paper are more complex than those in previous works, and here we are able to animate more violent behavior in cartoon water.

(3) Adaptiveness to changes in obstacles. Our mechanism for path line definition allows a dual-mode water effects animation with and without obstacles. In the presence of obstacles, changes in object shape, size, and even the number of still objects can be dealt with adaptively. We can also simulate camera movement as well as the orientation of the movement to track moving objects straightforwardly.

In our future research, we intend to model more cartoon water forms including ocean waves under different wind conditions, sea surfaces as they approach the littoral, etc.
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